
THE INAUGURAL MARYLAND

TRANS RESILIENCE CONFERENCE

September 21, 2019 

Lord Baltimore hotel

9am to 3pm

Official Program



mtrc organizers

Trans Healthcare MD aims to to promote trans

wellness throughout Maryland by increasing access

to affirming services and resources, while nurturing

young trans leadership.

Communities Leveraging Evidence for Action and

Resources (CLEAR), a project of BESURE, seeks to

identify the strengths and assets, and understand

health, social, and service needs of transgender and

non-binary individuals living in and around Baltimore

City.

The Baltimore Transgender Alliance (BTA) is working in

our community for our community. The BTA was

founded in 2015 as a response to complex systemic

issues affecting trans people,: violence against the

community, namely the death of Mya Hall at the hands

of the BCPD, and a lack of autonomy and access to

resources for trans activists working in cis-led spaces

and organizations. 



WHO WE ARE

The Maryland Trans Resilience Conference was founded in

2019 when a group of trans and nonbinary people decided to

host an event for the community. Our goal is to center

Maryland's trans communities to promote equity, well-being,

and resilience.

 

The conference is organized by a coalition of trans-led

organizations and leaders, including the Baltimore Transgender

Alliance (BTA), Trans Healthcare Maryland (THMD), and

CLEAR, a project of BeSure. Other organizers include trans and

nonbinary community members throughout Maryland. When

creating this conference, one of our main priorities was to

create something for us, by us. 

 

This conference is specifically tailored to trans and nonbinary

people, as well as service providers who serve the trans

community. We hope this is a space where you feel supported

and can learn and grow in your knowledge. 



SCHEDULE

9:00 - 10:00

10:00 - 10:10

10:15 - 11:00 

11:10- 12:00

12:00 - 1:00 

1:00 - 1:45 

1:55 - 2:50

2:50 - 3:00

 

Registration & Breakfast by Gilead

Welcoming Remarks & FreeState Clinic Begins   

Youth Panel, Connecting to Disability Justice for

Trans Folks Workshop, Latinx Immigration

Workshop, & FreeState Clinic

Latinx Immigration Workshop (Cont.), Not Just

Surviving but Thriving Panel, Zine Making 101

Workshop & FreeState Clinic

 Lunch Talk: Prep Christopher Roberson FPN, About

Truvada for PrEP - Lunch is not provided 

QTPOC Empowerment Workshop, Navigating

Recovery While Transitioning Workshop, and Religion

& Spirituality Panel

Closing Remarks

Healthcare Panel, Healing & Coping Workshop, and

Nonbinary Sexuality Panel

Disclaimer: Please do not take any photos of attendees. You may take photos of presenters only. 



Conference Presenters

Alaine Jolicoeur is a Rollins College alumna. Alaine spent the year as

an Assistant English teacher in secondary education in France

through a grant from the Fulbright Scholarship. Also, a proud Alumna

of the Teach For America 2016 Baltimore corps. The co-chair of the

Education & Advocacy committee on the Baltimore City LGBTQ

Commission. Alaine has successfully advocated for the policy

implementation  “JBB” to protect transgender and gender-non binary

students explicitly at City Schools. Also, she was instrumental in the

efforts of passing Bill 19-0385, which requires all public, single-

occupancy restrooms in Baltimore City to be labeled as “all-gender.”

Alaine lives with her partner Brendan in Baltimore. She enjoys traveling

and is a member of the Bolton Street Synagogue.    

Panelist on Religion & Spirituality Panel

Diedre D. Gray, B.S. -- Whether performing music, mentoring people,

or working to end HIV, it was clear from an early age that Diedre was

destined for a non-traditional life walk. As a gospel artist & educator,

Diedre learned early on that for some, feeling connected & having their

heart touched can be the difference between life & death. As a result,

she works diligently to bring new life perspective & sensitivity to every

moment in her life. Although she is proud to have graduated from

Bowie State University with her BS in music, then teaching for more

than 15 years, Diedre is most proud of facing her biggest life’s

challenge; accepting her own truth & walking authentically. In addition

to being a minister of the gospel, Diedre is the 1st openly transgender

person hired at DC Health. She serves as transgender health

coordinator working to end HIV & improve health care access for the

transgender community, while still sharing music & inspiration through

her story. Diedre believes she truly is where God has her to be.

Minister Diedre knows that through God, all things are possible!

Panelist on Religion & Spirituality Panel



Noor Pervez is a community organizer who works on disability, racial,

trans, queer and religious justice. He has given presentations on everything

from trans folks with eating disorders to how to support queer Muslims all

over the US.He is the Accessibility Director on the board of Masjid Al Rabia,

on the Muslim Youth Leadership Council, and a Community Engagement

Coordinator for the Autistic Self Advocacy Network.

 

Twitter: @SnoringDoggo

Workshop: Connecting to Disability Justice for Trans Folks

Vann Michael Millhouse, MA, Loyola University, Spiritual and Pastoral

Care, is a staunch advocate for marginalized communities. An impactful

speaker, Mr. Millhouse uniquely combines the art of spiritual and pastoral

care with a foundation in social work, molded

 at Morgan State University during the early nineties.Selected as a  guest

panelist at the moderated by Dean Rec. Kelly Brown

 Douglass, Vann Michael Millhouse expanded and challenged the

discussions currently taking place around the, "intersections of black

trans storytelling, and the role faith communities" which occurred at

Union Theological Seminary. In 2017, Vann Michael presented at the

Morgan State University Intersectionalities Symposium themed Black

Liberation:Life, Death and Queer Resistance. The seminar entitled God

Revealed, opened the discussion about how men who identify on the

transgender spectrum have experienced the white patriarchal 

framework, its systems and specifically examined ways they have re-imagined their God image to realize,

actualize and access the transcendental Universal Spirit and commune with Divinity. Most recently, Vann

Michael with Element of Hope in collaboration with Old Catholic Priest Merrick M. Moises presented God

Revealed to St Matthews LEAD Ministry.  The event attracted people from Pennsylvania and Western

Maryland. Other work in faith communities include co-development of a Youth Formation Group focused upon

LGBTQ issues and facilitation of a Sexuality and Gender Justice group with Rev. Wilder at Broadview Church in

Calvert County, MD in 2016.  His work also includes work with deep ally, Deb Dunn, at Unity Fellowship of

Columbia to dialogue about the benefits and struggles trans* folk in and out of faith spaces incur. Vann Michael

believes, "Our stories are whispers of ancestors. Our stories connect, cultivate, and answer the invisible." 

Panelist on Religion & Spirituality Panel



Cecily Thomas is a queer, pan, non-binary, bipolar academic activist,

speaker, and writer. WIth a B.A in Cultural Communication Studies and

Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies, they're an academic activist

that spends most of their time travelling the country speaking at

various schools and countries, conducting academic research,

crocheting, or watching netflix. They are now a health counselor at the

Ali Forney center located in New York City, NY, where they will be

testing and counseling queer homeless youth. Their research focuses

on queer communication, QTPOC in academia, queer homeless youth,

and neurodivergent QTPOC relationships to body image. They're also

founder of the CT Empire; a website and brand that focuses on

individuality, activism, social justice and the importance of intention vs.

impact. On their website you can also find their website,

unapologetic.wordpress.com, an intersectional resource website

designed to help folks reach the information they'd like to reach. For

more information and booking inquiries, please visit

thectempire.wordpress.com or e-mail thectempire@gmail.com

 

 Workshop: You're Smart I Guess: Navigating Academia and

Activism as QTPOC

Ely Taylor is a black agender femme artist based in Central

Pennsylvania. Since 2014 they have been creating zines and using

their art to explore the intersectionality of their identities with a focus

on gender, sexuality, race, and mental illness. They believe in existence

as a form of resistance and encourage others to use art to tell their

own stories.  Ely earned an Associate’s of Arts degree with a focus in

photography from the Art Institute of Washington in 2011. In their spare

time, they volunteer as a facilitator for the transgender and non-binary

support group at the LGBT center of Central PA and are the Co-

Director of the Center’s ARTS of PA initiative.

Workshop: Zine Making 101: Creativity as Self-Care



Deborah Dunn, PAC, MBA is a family practice physician assistant and

the Trans Health Coordinator of the LGBT Resource Center for Chase

Brexton Health Care. In addition to graduating from Howard University’s

physician assistant program in 1983, she holds an MBA from Johns

Hopkins University. In her position at Chase Brexton, she provides

leadership and coordination of care for transgender-identified patients,

establishes best practices for medical transgender care, trains other

medical providers, provides consultation to external organizations on

transgender-related issues including employee transition, engages in

advocacy at the state level, and identifies research and funding

opportunities related to transgender care. She recently served on a

national team of expert transgender medical professionals to write

guidelines for treating and prescribing medications for adults and

adolescents who were transitioning. he also was part of the team that

wrote Gender: Joy (Journey of Youth), a multidisciplinary program

written for trans/gender diverse youth, adolescents, and families, which

since its  launch on January 1,2017 has 1,020 patients.  She has

presented at numerous national conferences, engaged in strategic

planning with several nonprofit organizations, and volunteered

throughout the local community. Debb Dunn, PAC , has completed the

courses towards certification for WPATH.  She was just rewarded the

Physician Assistant of the year 2018 award from MAPA (Maryland

Academy of Physician Assistants).

Panelist on Healthcare Panel

Charles Xavier -- less formally known throughout the community as

Charlie -- is an East Atlanta native, currently residing in Baltimore,

Maryland. He is a motivational speaker, community healing advocate,

and spoken word performance poet. Self-described as a "man of trans

experience", Charles Xavier feels it is his responsibility to use his

transition as a way to facilitate open conversations about

intersectionality and the importance of living a life that is true to the

authentic self. Through his poetry, activism, and community building

efforts he hopes to motivate others to care more deeply and

intentionally for themselves, and each other.

Workshop: Navigating Recovery While Transitioning



Alicia Horton is a graduate of Towson University with a B.F.A. in

Dance Performance. She carries the certification of Emt/Firefighter in

multiple counties in the state of Maryland. She is also a very proud to

be the the Youth Outreach Director for Trans Healthcare MD. Alicia is

a native of Baltimore City and enjoys her work helping the trans

community in Baltimore and helping other communities through

emergency medical services and community outreach. 

Panelist on Healthcare Panel

Randall Leonard -- Maryland native Randall Leonard

(they/them/theirs) is a licensed clinical social worker who has

specialized in the care of LGBT individuals for four years.  They

currently serve as a Staff Therapist at the LGBT Health Resource

Center of Chase Brexton, providing individual therapy as well as

assessments for gender-affirming surgery. They also facilitate “Identity

Talk”, a group for trans and gender-diverse people of color to process

intersectionality between culture and gender. In addition, they work as a

Behavioral Specialist in the Emergency Department of Union Memorial

Hospital.  Before joining the Chase Brexton team, Randall served

survivors of intimate partner violence at Family and Children’s Services,

where they provided individual therapy and a weekly support group.

They started their social work career working with people with severe

and persistent mental illness at Sheppard Pratt Health Systems. Randall

holds a Master of Social Work from the University of Maryland School of

Social Work with a concentration in clinical behavioral health.   

Panelist on Healthcare Panel



Jabari Lyles has over ten years of experience leading initiatives

which emphasize his passion for community, education and social

justice. Currently, he is the LGBTQ Affairs Liaison at the Baltimore City

Office of the Mayor, where he supports and advises Mayor Bernard C.

“Jack” Young and city government on the needs of the LGBTQ

community, while working to grow the community’s capacity and

visibility. Jabari was formerly executive director of local LGBTQ

organizations such as GLSEN Maryland and GLBT Community

Center of Baltimore, chairperson of Baltimore Pride, as well as a

former elementary and middle school teacher. He is a seasoned

trainer, facilitator and speaker, and participates on a number of

workgroups, boards and coalitions working towards the advancement

of LGBTQ people, particularly LGBTQ people of color, LGBTQ youth

and the transgender community. Jabari is a Maryland native and

currently lives in the Reservoir Hill neighborhood of Baltimore City.

 Moderator of Youth Panel

Tavi Hawn is a licensed clinical social worker whose work has 

included founding a  nonprofit summer camp for LGBTQ+ youth in

North Carolina following anti-LGBTQ+ legislation and lobbying for the

repeal of House Bill 2. Tavi also founded an LGBTQ+ healing center in

Durham, NC and currently has a group therapy practice in Baltimore,

MD providing affirming LGBTQ+ care and healing from cultural

trauma and oppression. They work as a contractor with Native

American Lifelines and consult with Charm City Care Connection, a

harm reduction center. Tavi and the team provide trainings and

consultation for trans-affirmcare around the East Coast. 

Panelist on Healthcare Panel



Londyn Smith De-Richelieu (she/her) – Londyn is a media

personality, trans-advocate, wife, animal lover, mother and native of

Baltimore, Maryland.  Londyn attended Morehouse College in Atlanta,

Georgia. She holds a Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration, Post-

Baccalaureate Certificate from Howard University School of Law in

Legal Studies and is a candidate for her Master of Arts in Health Law

and Policy from Hofstra University School of Law.  Londyn is Research

Coordinator for CLEAR. Londyn sits on the community advisory board of

National Black Justice Coalition , a sworn in Co-Chair of the Mayor of

Baltimore’s LGBTQ Commission, liaison for Baltimore City Police

Commissioner LGBTQ council, and community rapporteur USPATH.

She was appointed a member of Spelman College’s monumental

Transgender Policy Implementation Committee by their President Dr.

Mary Schmidt-Campbell. Londyn founded the Claudette M. Mason

Foundation in honor of her late grandmother, Claudette M. Mason, to 

Iya Dammons -- Iya Dammons is the Executive Director and Founder of

Baltimore Safe Haven (BSH). BSH provides outreach, a drop-in center, and

housing services to Baltimore's most vulnerable LGBTQ+ community

members. Iya is recognized as an up-and-coming advocate by the Baltimore

City LGBTQ Affairs Commission. She is also an active member of the

Transgender Response Team. 

Panelist on Not Just Living but Thriving: Exploring the Intersection of

Violence, Intimacy, Discrimination, & Gender

provide a scholarship for transgender women of color and create alliances with cisgender women focusing on

intersectionality of oppression to facilitate meaningful actions. The foundation emphasizes that there is no

timeline for success and “it is never crowded!” Londyn recognizes her growth is a direct result of membership

in the House of Miyake Mugler, a pilar of the house ball community, where she was deemed an icon by peers

for her decades of creative expression and mentorship.

Moderator of Not Just Living but Thriving: Exploring the Intersection of Violence, Intimacy,

Discimination, & Gender



Marissa Miller is currently working at NMAC in the Nations Capital one

of the most influential National Agencies working guide the Federal Plan

to end the HIV/AIDS Epidemic by 2030, the Senior Director of Strategic

Projects for Envision Consulting and the Lead Organizer, for the National

Trans Visibility March in Washington DC. Marissa is nationally

recognized as an advocate for human rights, social justice, health equity,

and LGBTQ equality. Marissa has worked for the last 15 years on the

local, national and international levels to improve access to treatment

and care for transgender people and people living with HIV, and to erase

stigma and discrimination through education, policy, advocacy, and

visibility. Marissa has worked on multiple National Projects with, NMAC,

Transgender Law Center, CDC, HRSA, AIDS United, Howard Brown

Health and ETR. Marissa brings a great deal of expertise in TGNC

specific Programming and Infrastructure Building, Program

Development and Evaluation and Leadership Development. Marissa has 

over the last 15 years, been very involved in developing framework, that support PLWHA and making sure that

Community Engagement for disenfranchised populations are decision-makers at the table. Marissa, with

Center for Disease Control, Atlanta Georgia, alongside other Trans Woman of Color created the very first

intervention specifically designed for Transwoman TWIST.

Panelist on Not Just Living but Thriving: Exploring the Intersection of Violence, Intimacy,

Discimination, & Gender

Icon Monique Carter -- Icon Monique Carter CEO, Founder of Girls

United , Baltimore Native , Mother of the captivating house of West ,

Transgender Liaison with Baltimore City Police Department. I’ve been a

part of the ballroom scene over 20 years and have worked along side

Johns Hopkins, University of MD , Baltimore Health Department and

more playing a part in bridging the gaps in the community.

Panelist on Not Just Living but Thriving: Exploring the

Intersection of Violence, Intimacy, Discrimination, & Gender

 



Bryanna Jenkins, a proud Baltimore native, is a third-year law

student at DePaul University College of Law in Chicago, IL. She is the

founder and first executive director of the Baltimore Transgender

Alliance. She organized and then the first Baltimore Trans March of

Resilience. She is also an alumna of Baltimore City College, Morgan

State University, and University of Baltimore. Her legal writings

examine the intersections of racial, gender, and queer identities under

the law. Her article 'Birth Certificate with a Benefit: Using LGBTQ

Jurisprudence to Make the Argument for a Transgender Person’s

Constitutional Right to Amended Identity Documents' was published in

the Winter 2019 edition of the CUNY Law Review. Upon completion of

her legal studies she plans to practice law with a passionate focus on

civil rights, employment discrimination, LGBTQ rights, and medical

malpractice.

Panelist on Not Just Living but Thriving: Exploring the

Intersection of Violence, Intimacy, Discimination, & Gender

Rhonda Carr -- I am a 38 year old trans woman who has been living as

a woman since the age of 15 born and raised in Baltimore MD the 1st

trans women in my family.  I have been the 1st of many of my friends to

graduate from high school as a woman . I have always been in a

community marching Band since 1988 one of the 1st trans women to

March as a woman and gained many people respect for walking in my

own truth. From that I have been known all over Baltimore for me being

me and not letting anybody or anything stop me from doing what I

wanted to do.  It's been hard at times but I love the person I have

become and I am proud to be me.

Panelist on Not Just Living but Thriving: Exploring the

Intersection of Violence, Intimacy, Discimination, & Gender



Ruby Jade Corado, D.C. Humanist-Transgender woman

Ruby was born in San Salvador, El Salvador. She fled a civil war when

she was 16 years old. She has lived in Washington, D.C. for the past 27

years, where she has devoted the last 20 years to advocating for the

inclusion of transgender, genderqueer, and gender non-conforming gay,

lesbian, and bisexual people in main stream society.

She is a self-made, tireless advocate and leader for social justice, and

her hard work has helped gain legal protections in Washington, D.C. She

has fought for LGBTQ human rights, transgender liberation, immigration

equality, and access to healthcare, and fought against hate

crimes/violence and many other disparities and issues facing the

communities that she represents.

 

Ruby is a bilingual inspirational speaker and nationally recognized

sensitivity trainer focusing on social justice issues facing transgender,

genderqueer, and gender non-conforming people, both in English and

Spanish.

Workshop: The Intersection of Trans Identity and Immigration

Rashawn Smith (He/him, they/them, she/her, ze/zir). Make-up Artist.

Architect. Non-Binary Superhero on the rise. Resides in Baltimore. 

Moderator of Gender Not Included: Non-Binary Sexuality

 



Zoey Howell-Brown is a Jamaican-American Visual Artist, Textile

Designer and Creative Writer from Baltimore, MD. Using various

mediums, they provide synesthetic, vibrant and liberating works to

manifest their consciousness. Mx. Howell-Brown’s goal is to inspire the

people just like them, who are marginalized on many facets to express

their inner consciousness to the world.

Panelist on Gender Not Included: Non-Binary Sexuality

Helena St. Tearer is a transnonbinary rapper and designer currently

operating out of Baltimore. She produces her own beats, writes her

own lyrics based on real experiences, and is a god-status memer bent

on taking over the world one gay ass joke picture at a time. 

Panelist on Gender Not Included: Non-Binary Sexuality



@gendermuseum is an instagram-based museum dedicated to

representing everyone's gender in art. Submissions are an opportunity

to explore your own gender identity & explore what makes you unique!

We want to hear from you especially if you are TPOC (you may qualify

for a cashapp gift!)

Facilitated by Jamie Grace

Anjana Rao is a non-binary South Asian American (pronouns -

they/them). They currently work in the public health field in Southern

MD, but have a wide range of interests from mental health and harm

reduction to poetry and music. In their spare time they like to write,

catch up on their huge reading list and go in to Baltimore to see friends

and shows. 

Panelist on Gender Not Included: Non-Binary Sexuality

Kevi Joyner-Smith -- They/Them/Theirs. Local Baltimore community

activist and advocate. From speaking engagements to educational

spaces they are creating space for an equity and empathy filled work.

Workshop: IntraCommunity Healing Through Visual Arts

Moderator: Religion & Spirituality Panel

 



RESOURCE PARTNERS

Emile Feldenzer (he/they) has been working as a massage therapist

for a year. Creating a calming, affirming, believing, liberating space for

trans and gender non-conforming folks to experience massage is the

vision at the heart of their work. He uses a slow, intuitive touch to sink

into chronically tense and guarded tissues, relaxing minds and bodies.

You can find out about future chair massage events and schedule

appointments through their business page at:

facebook.com/emilermp

Massage Therapy Breakout Room 4

FreeState Justice For many transgender folks, having identity documents that reflect their correct name

and gender is a critical step in their transitions. Having legal documents in a prior name or gender is not only

potentially embarrassing; it can also put people at risk of harassment or violence. But the process of

actually changing your name and/or gender can feel incredibly daunting. 

 

Have no fear! In this workshop presented by FreeState Justice, Maryland’s statewide LGBTQ advocacy

organization, we’ll talk you through what you need to know in order to change your name and gender on a

number of documents, including your driver’s license, Maryland birth certificate, Social Security card, and

passport, as well as in financial and educational records. After the presentation, FreeState staff will answer

individual questions to help you navigate the process.

Identity Documents Workshop Breakout Room 3 



Thank you to OUR SPONSORS!



A special thank you to our venue:

Disclaimer: Please do not take any photos of attendees. You may take photos of presenters only. 


